


Correction

Errors in Notations and Values. In the article titled “Cholesterol Fractions and Apolipoproteins as Risk Factors for Heart Disease Mortality in Older Men” by Clarke et al, published in the July 9th issue of the Archives (2007; 167[13]:1373-1378), several errors were reported. On page 1373, “Results” section of the structured abstract, right-hand column, lines 9 and 10 the hyphen between “total” and “high-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels” and the en-dash between “apolipoprotein B” and “apolipoprotein A1 ratio” should have been virgules. In Table 1, page 1373, “Prior CVD history” column, last entry for “Apo B/Apo A1 ratio”, should have been 0.97±0.30. In Table 2, page 1376, all of the entries for the “2×Usual SD” column should have read from top to bottom as follows: 0.08, 0.11, 0.24, 0.39, 0.43, 0.47, and 0.52. On page 1337, Figure 2, a typographical error occurred in the notation for Apo A1 in the “Blood Lipid/Age of Baseline” column.